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Location Finder    
Quick Guide 

 
Thank you for purchasing Location Finder and we wish you have the best consumer product 
experience ever. 
 
Description: 
Record the position you want to go again, 
 
Features: 
 Adopt SkyTraq Venus 5 chipset with 44-Channel for fast acquisition and reacquisition 

 High sensitivity (to -158dBm) 

 Excellent performance - Cold/Warm/Hot start time: 40/35/1 sec. (average) 

 Smart power saving / 14 hours usage 

 Eight LEDs indicate clear directions 

 No installation needed, easy to operate  

 Dimension: 70.0(L) X 28.0 (W) X 20.0 (H) mm /Weight: 25g (Battery exclude) 

 
 
A. Standard Package 
 
Location Finder (1) + 650mAh Lithium-Ion Rechargeable Battery (2) + Cigarette Adapter (3) + USB Cable (4) +Anti-slide spacer (5) + Strap 
 
1.                  2.                3.                  4.                 5. 6.  

                        
 
B. Instruction  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C.  Look for destination (the position saved before): Turn on the power switch again. The direction LEDs will start to 
indicate the directions. Following the indication of the direction LEDs, the user can simply find the destination.  
NOTE: The power Jack side must face the user.  

GPS LED 
-On: Satellite not fixed 
-Flash every other second: Satellite fixed Destination LED 

-On: within 15M to destination 

Setting Button 
Press it for 2 seconds, the 
position will be saved. After 
the position is saved, the 
device can be turned off.  
NOTE: The power Jack 
side must face the user 
and the power switch side 
must be toward the 
direction the user head 
to. 

Power Jack 
Take the USB cable and connect it to the 
power jack and connect another side to PC, 
Laptop or car cigarette adaptor. This will 
begin to charge the battery. Charging time 
is 3 hours typically. 

Power Switch 
After turned on, the 
device will start to 
search GPS signal.  

Power LED 
-On: under charging mode 
-Flash every other second: low power 

Direction LED 
On: indicate the direction  
Flash every other second: within 50M to destination  
NOTE: Once the position is saved, all direction 
LEDs will flash at once.  


